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Editorial...

Dear Readers,

Today's life is becoming more and more uneasy and stressful due to uncertainties in life caused by myriad of reasons. We are 

affected by our response from inside to the outward happenings.  The kind of response varies from person to person based upon his inner 

understanding while there is hardly any control of outer circumstances.  And when the inner serenity gets disturbed due to the outer 

environment it makes the person uneasy that may even desynchronise  the  whole personality.

The correct and scientific understanding of life and its aspects gets reflected through the various facets of one's living as 

Individual, Parents, Family, Neighbour, Colleague, Boss, Subordinate, Team Member, Role Holder etc.  Wrong beliefs at the core of 

people in general about Life affects the Society, and Socio-Economic aspects  are seen to aggravate in the form of Anarchy, Unrest, 

Terror, Dogmatism etc. Millions of pages may be coloured by writings on these types of problems. But the whole picture may be 

changed by shaping one's own INNER understanding rather than contemplating to change outer environment to ones faulty or 

compartmentalised understanding. The Holistic way of Life and Living teaches how to deal with all these problems and inter-relations 

which affect our socio-personal relations with self and others as well as also keeping our spiritual foundation correctly and aptly 

organised so as to bring about our dynamic responses too well synchronised.

In India, almost everybody has a quest to know about the "Soul", which is immortal. The Holistic Science of Life and Living 

revealed in a practical and vivid manner by The Soul Incarnate Late A. M. Patel equips oneself to face this great challenge to shape and 

mould the understanding to be a really happy human being with a serene personality amidst the chaos in the outside happenings in 

modern times. By living the life holistically we may create a sound society which will re-establish the feeling of the global family and 

cherish our life of a Man or Woman as a Guest of Nature as the great master explained.

I hope you all will enjoy the reading of this E_Magazine. Your suggestions and queries will be welcomed and responded as soon 

as possible.

With best compliments, 

balaji ganorkar
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Theory of Revolution

Adjustment of Revolution

Suppose you have 1800 R.P.M. - (Revolution Per Minute) and the other one has only 600. Now if you try to force your opinion 

on him, his 'engine' would break down. So you have to adjust the gears to the capacity of the engine.

What is 'this revolution' or 'R.P.M'?

The speed of thinking varies from person to person.

Something happens and it presents, just in a minute, so many phases of it! Ah, myriad mutations-innumerable mental pictures all 

arise at a time, each one with its own essence and effect!

These presidents or people on high post have, say 1200 R.P.M., 'we' have 5000, Mahavir Swami had l,00,000 (One Lac) R.P.M......

What is the reason for the difference of opinion? Suppose your wife has 100 R.P.M. and you have 500, and you don't know the 

device of adjusting the 'counter-pul1ey', there would be sparks - quarrels! Why, sometimes, even 'the engine', breaks down! Now you 

understand what revolution means, don't you? If you talk tall to some labourer, your 'say' will fall flat upon him, for maybe, he has only 

50 R.P.M and you have 500. Someone might have 1000 and someone else might have 1200.The number of one's R.P.M. depends upon 

the degree of one's development. Thus different people have different speeds of 'revolutions' according to their mental development.

Therefore, you adjust 'the counter-pulley' while dealing with the other one and he will agree with you. Counter-pulley is a mechanical 

device of inserting a belt between the two wheels of different sizes and bringing down or reducing the revolutions. 'We' always adjust a 

counter-pulley with everybody. Removal of ego alone is not enough; one has to use the counter-pulley, too. Why do 'we' have no 

difference of opinion with any one? Because 'we' would know the R.P.M. of a person and adjust the counter-pulley accordingly. 'We' are 

quite at home even with little children, for them 'we' bring down our R.P.M. to their speed of say, 40, and they would immediately 

understand what we say. If such a device is not used, 'the machine' would break down.

Does it mean, that communion with the other is possible, only if we come to his level?

Yes, then only can we have the correct conversation or communion. While talking with you, 'our' revolutions soar to the 

Soul Incarnate A. M. Patel (1908 - 1988)
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Theory of Revolution

'Infinity'! Ah, they traverse the entire world and return!

If you don't know how to adjust the counter-pulley, how can you find fault with 'the engine' of less R.P.M.? It is your fault that 

you don't know the technique of using the counter-pulley! 

Dealings through Speech

Question: Anxiety about my husband, fear for the life ahead...all this would not let me adjust. For the time being, I forget my limitation 

or inability of improving him and I speak out severe words shaking him up. Yes, at times, I can't help throwing cold or hot water on him!

Answer: Then you should think of the Scientific Circumstance Evidence  (Vyavasthit Shakti). If 'the Vyavasthit Shakti' fits in well; 

there won't be any trouble or problem. When the husband comes, you should lay the table and affectionately invite him to dinner. His 

nature is not going to change. You have seen it and you have married him, knowing it fully well. That nature is going to last till the last 

moment. Didn't you know his nature right on the very first day? Why did you not seek separation just then? Why have you prolonged 

your relation with him? It is no use 'nagging' all the time. All this hue and cry never helps. It is rather harmful, painful. Besides, 'nagging', 

leads to quarrel. So it is 'Kashay' in God's eyes.

As your mutual problem intensifies, the distance between the two of you, increases. Once the problem is solved, there won't be 

any discord or dispute. Discord or separation causes misery and creates problems for all. And it is not that such a thing happens to you 

alone. These are the problems of almost all those who are married.

Quarrels crop up in the wake of the maturity of the past deeds or karmas. You should therefore stop speaking severe or scathing 

words. Keep everything to yourself. Do not make any untoward comment or remark either at home or outside.

Question: Shouldn't one try to improve the  worldly conduct (Vyavahara) and dealing even if one’s nature can't be improved?

Answer: People don't know what 'Vayavhara' - the right worldly conduct-is. Once in a blue moon, if they had even for half an hour, lived 

upto the right conduct or 'Vyavahara', it would have served them and taught them more than anything else. But no one knows Vyavahara. 

What is Vyavahara? Superficial 'Vyavahara' is not reality. Here people consider superficial 'Vyavahara' as the only measure of reality or 
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Theory of Revolution

truth.

Truth in the worldly conduct is only a relative truth. The currency here may be genuine or fake or false; it won't be useful 'there' (in the 

eyes of God).  Really speaking, the Vyavahara is the judicious balance of 'give-and-take'. Suppose someone says that you have no sense. 

You must take 'it' as whatever was given has come back. The Vyavahara is the right understanding of this reciprocation. Today everyone 

is ignorant of the real Vyavahara. One who lives up to this truth of the real 'Vyavahara' is well-determined and well-directed towards the 

goal of liberation. 

The Art of Criticism

Question: In relative life, we have to point out the wrong which someone is doing. But he feels offended. Comment or criticism, 

however well-meant, makes the others unhappy. As such, how should we handle such a situation?

Answer: Not that we mustn't say, we mustn't criticize, regulate or rebuke anyone in the relative dealing. But we should know the art of 

criticism. Not knowing how to say, you prove yourself ignorant of the worldly dealing. And you are at a loss. Besides, your criticism is 

coupled with ego. Therefore, you should at once perform 'Pratikraman'. If you criticise someone, he will surely feel offended. But if you 

go on performing 'Pratikraman', a day will come, may be after six or twelve months, when your speech will be acceptable to him. Your 

speech has to be 'tested'. You have no right to hurl untested speech at anyone. If you perform 'Pratikraman' as we say, even the most 

crooked or die-hard would come round. Real 'Pratikraman' will not fail to straighten out anything however complex it may be. 

Silence that Speaks Louder

Question: Can we solve the problem by avoiding it through silence?

Answer: No, you can't. If he happened to meet you on the way, you should say, “How are you?” If he starts shouting and swearing, you 

should patiently settle the matter amicably with equanimity. The problem has to be settled and solved. And would it be ever solved by 

avoiding speaking with him? No, certainly not. As long as it remains unsolved, you are not on speaking terms. And, being not on 

speaking terms is in itself a burden. Whatever stands unsolved stays as a burden. At the earliest opportunity, you should therefore say to 
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Theory of Revolution

him, “Just a minute, please. If I have made a mistake, do please tell me. Yes, I make many mistakes. You are clever and educated. You 

hardly make any mistake. But simple as I am, I so often slip into errors.” Words to this tune would appease him and cool him down.

Question: What should we do if he is not softened or pleased even that way?

Answer: What are we to do, if he is not softened? Our duty ends, the moment we say that. What else can we do? Sooner or later, he will 

surely come round. But if you try to soften him by scolding or by pressure, you would fail in your effort. He may seem softened, but he 

will register your reproach in his mind. And he will return it to you, when he has an upper hand. The world is revengeful. It is the natural 

instinct to harbour vengeance. All the atoms (vibrations) of vengeance are conserved within. And at the opportune hour, they erupt to get 

release. That is why we should put an end to the case and forget it.

Question: Suppose we say, “Well, I confess my fault. I beg your pardon. Now, let us  speak out and settle the matter.”And these words, 

instead of softening him, make him all the more adamant  and tough. What should we do under this stress?   

Answer: Then we should cut short our say to him. We should stop, thinking it is the limitations of his nature. Perhaps, he mistakes, our 

humility for weakness and politeness for pretence. Then, we should keep away from him. We should leave that account to the nature. 

But we should settle with those who are simple and open. Can't we ascertain as to who are open and receptive and who aren't, in the 

family?

Question: Supposing that the other one is neither simple nor open, should we cut off  'Vyavahara'- relative dealings with him?

Answer: No, you shouldn't. Vyavahara is such it can't be cut off like that, even if you try. So we should keep silent. This silence on your 

part will stir him to explode in anger and annoyance some day and you will gain an opportunity to settle. Yes, he himself will ask what 

makes you so reserve and not have a word with him for the last so many days. If he thus gets nettled, your accounts get settled.

How does all this come about? These people are like different types of iron. We know them all. Some bend when heated at a very high 

temperature. Some have to be put in the furnace and hammered. Then a stroke or two of the hammer will straighten them. Just like 

different kinds of iron, are all these characters! But let us not forget that within each one of them is the Pure Self-God. And iron is iron-
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just a malleable metal. 

Question: What should we do, if we cannot attend to a thing  properly in spite of the constant goading from others in the family, and 

despite of our sincere efforts to do so?

Answer: Nothing. If the members of the family ask you so again and again, you should say that you would act accordingly. And you 

should decide to act so. And suppose, because of your inattention, a dog enters into the house. Then you should apologetically say, “I'm 

so sorry. I don't understand why I fail in my duty.” But you have to solve the problem  any way. If somebody asks me to look after a thing, 

I would try my best. Even then, if I fall short of the expectations, I would not hesitate to say, “Sorry, dear. I don't stand upto your 

expectation. I lack the guts!” There always is a solution if you don't impose your greatness or lend yourself airs. Be childlike and you can 

solve and settle the matter easily and effortlessly. You can clear any case with the attitude of resolving amicably with equanimity and 

with a mind, calm and composed. 'I' am childlike-innocent and straight forward. I would, therefore, speak out as it stands, without any 

pretence or pride. I would not conceal anything. And, what is the use of posing one's greatness? One can't be grown-up simply by 

growing moustache. 

Blessed are those that stand the test. Only the lucky ones face the ordeal. Let us settle without being stubborn or sticky. Let us 

ourselves point out and confess our mistakes, our faults. And if someone else points it out, we should feel pleased and say “How nice of 

you to have detected my fault! Well done, dear! Many, many thanks for your kind gesture. I am not so sharp as you are.”

No one is absolutely free from faults. And yet all this goes on in absence of the right knowledge. As a matter of fact, our karmas 

(past deeds) fructify and strike us. But we can soften the effects of the karmas by behaving properly. Otherwise, they will go on 

boomeranging! 

Red Flag - Indicator of our own Fault

We should think that we might have made a mistake. Otherwise, why should anyone tell us so? We should, therefore, rectify our 

mistake. In this world, no soul can torment another. Each soul is independent. One is troubled or tormented due to one s own mistakes 
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Theory of Revolution

and blunders (of previous life). So pay them off in this life so that the account may not remain  pending any longer.

If someone waves a red flag, we should understand that there is some mistake on our part. We should ask him why he waves the 

red flag. When he points out our mistake, we should apologize and request him to wave a green flag. We should be ready to acknowledge 

and rectify our mistake, if any. This done, he would surely comply with our request. 

No, never do I encounter a red flag. Only when all wave me green flags, do I go ahead. While making a move if I chance to see 

someone holding a red flag, I would ask him why he does so. Then he would say why I started earlier, though I was to go later. Then I 

would offer him an explanation. I would say, “Because of this urgency, much against my wish, I have to go.” Convinced and satisfied, he 

would let me go without any protest.

It is only because of our own mistake or misdeed that we find people showing us red flags. But they would not stand in our way, if 

we explain. We should not shout and swear and call names, if somebody waves a red flag to us. That would create a fresh burden, a new 

bondage. A red flag is an indicator: ‘There is something wrong.’ Otherwise, why should anyone ever wave a red flag, crying 'halt' on our 

face?

................................
*Extracted and adapted from Home: A Heaven on Earth: Dada Bhagwan, Ed. Dr. P. C. Parikh, p. 52-60, HSRC, Surat 2014, 

q
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Human Life : A Live Experiment

Let us have a look at a little subtle part of human life experiment. Scientists, seekers or thinkers may like to know more about 

subtle parts of human experiment. 

What all can we do independently and what we cannot? What is in our realm and what is not? 

Let us suppose someone is very punctual in attending job or business or office. He would say, “I am very punctual.” But if he is 

lost in traffic or if his family member is critically ill, he would be late that day. When a company makes good profit, C.E.O. may boast of 

his doings; “I did it”, but when it is not so, he may blame the market, recession or other employees. So this part of life is dependent on 

circumstantial evidences coming together. Several circumstantial evidences have to come together in a scientific way, in a scientific 

favorable sequence for such things to happen. 

What about one's inner happening? Am I independent about my mind? Yes, why not, it is my mind. But when it goes haywire 

then it doesn't allow me to sleep at night. I can't stop unwanted, bad or evil thoughts. What about my speech? I decide that I will speak 

like this... this... this! But something different may burst out. And if asked to repeat the same, it may not be possible. How is that? Thus 

even at times we realize that one is not independent about the speech. So here Jnani Purusa asks us, where are we independent? In all 

happenings are we independent doer or instrumental doer? After such deliberations, probably, we will be forced to think that we are not 

independent but merely instrumental doer as things happen by accumulation and dispersion of so many circumstantial evidences 

having connectivity of the past, present and future and also place, time, instrumental aspects and so many things.

Then the question is where am I independent and what am I supposed to do?

There is another part and that relates to inner decisions, projections or free will. While passing through all these events, within 

me continuously, new bhava, new decisions are generated or new projections are created while living as I am 'XYZ', I am name bearer, I 

am doer. This inner experiment is going on continuously. For all listeners sitting in an auditorium, and listening a speech the external 

action is the same for everybody. But do you think that bhava or inner decision would be the same for everybody while leaving the 

auditorium? Somebody may feel: “Oh, this was wonderful! I should know it further”. As against that somebody else will have negative 

Dr. Shailesh Mehta, M.S.(Opth.)
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Human Life : A Live Experiment

decision; “Oh, no this was not worth listening. I would not pursue it any further”. So the inner decisions would be different for different 

persons. 

Let us have one or two more examples. I am a doctor right now. I became a doctor because of my previous decision. But now I 

change my decision inside that my brother is a Charted Accountant earning ten times more than me with ten times less tension and he 

can hire three or four doctors like me for a charity, so better I would have been a chartered accountant or again I should not be a doctor. 

Thus outside though I am practicing as a doctor, my heart or inner projection, inner bhav, may be different. 

A householder may have inner decision to be a renounced one whereas a monk or nun having difficulties may decide within to be 

a householder.

Life has two parts. Out of these two parts, one is a part of happening or actions of your mind, body, speech as inner circumstances 

plus all associated outer circumstantial evidences coming together ; and the other part is in the form of your inner decisions or 

projections. In the part of happening you may be dependent on circumstantial evidences. Your free will is within in the form of your 

inner decisions or inner projections living as name bearer and doer. This is the basis of cause and effect or charge–discharge. People try 

to understand Karma and Karma Phala but are not able to understand what are really the cause and effect or Karma and Karma Phala.

Suppose you always go to your office at a fixed time, very punctually. But some day your family member may be indisposed 

requiring urgent attention or some other urgent thing is up and inspite of all your best efforts you can't be there in time. ‘Karmanye 

vadhikaraste’,  if it was your independent choice, why can't you be there in time? So these inner or outer activies or  actions involving or 

based on accumulation and dispersion of  circumstances are effects, fruits or karmaphala, whereas the inner decision taken or projection 

done is the part of cause or seed. Suppose you want to do charity but may not have free funds at present for doing it, but you can certainly 

have inner decision and projection of doing it.

 In the scheme of nature, how does this really act? Suppose you decide to marry a beautiful wife, who is educated, coming from a 

rich family etc. When you as a name bearer and doer sign the contract within, it gets recorded in your individual computer within and 
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Human Life : A Live Experiment

data is fed to cosmic computer-like system. Scientifically what happens here? In the presence of Pure Soul, you are attracting atoms and 

molecules from outside which are getting charged. Similarly atoms and molecules get attracted within to be imprinted with that bhava 

or decision and get stored. 

There is a vast cosmic regulatory computer–like system where all the computers are connected together. So your fed data goes to 

nature's computer. Now nature's cosmic regulatory system tells you that right now the time is not ripe, you are too young to have a wife, 

wait. Thus nature makes you wait till some years more and when it gives result, it would be by aggregation of all circumstantial 

evidences in a scientific way. Thus, nature is nothing but accumulation and dispersion of gross to subtle circumstantial evidences in a 

scientific way. So it does not only give your-wife alone as asked for but also your father-in-law, mother in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-

law etc.. 

This is how cycles of bhava or projections as cause, and its result as effect are continually going on. You have (instrumental) 

independence while inner decisions (or bhava) are made leading to charge or new creations. But this discharge or disposal is completely 

under control of nature. Whatever and whichever way it has been charged by a human being must be discharged by nature in a similar 

way.

This theory enables us to understand the science of behavior and new decision. Every teacher, preacher or reformer may ask or 

preach you: “change your behavior, be kind, don't be angry, don't do that.” We also want to behave like that. But no sooner does some 

issue crop up; something different comes out of us. Though we don't want to be angry, the anger bursts out. So what is the science? The 

science here is, you can change the cause or seed but you cannot change the effect or fruit. 

Your present Prakrti i.e. personality trait is the fruit or result of your previous beliefs and opinions. You cannot change it 

immediately. What you need to change is the seed in the form of present understanding based on which your present decision or your 

present projections would be changed. Suppose you have quiet personality and your colleague advise “you need to become strict and 

tough”. So, you leave home deciding that you would be strict and tough with the office staff. But you can't do that because you have a 
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different personality. Someone else may have aggressive personality. He starts from home deciding: “Today I will remain quiet”. But 

Prakrti gives opposite reactions. So Dadaji said: “I don't ask anybody to change one's behavior forcibly but I change the understanding 

and once the understanding is changed, the behavior will automatically change”. This is very simple, fundamental science. 

Reference:

Shailesh Mehta, An Introduction to Holistic Science and Integral Living, Ed. P. C. Parikh, p. 19-23, Surat 2011 

q
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The essence of human life lies in realizing the ‘self-hood’ and 
remaining in that state all the time.

- Soul Incarnate A. M. Patel (Dada Bhagwan)
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Soul and Relative Science

In scriptural utterances and expositions that have come out scripturally all over the world including India in all the philosophies 

that have come out with the soul at the center only. Particularly in India and in other parts of the world also the same center is there, the 

soul. But the soul center with its real power got spread out relatively, so extraneously spread out that everywhere and scripturally it came 

out like that, that is what the Old and New Testament, all believe all over the world, according in the vast global and the land that you 

have got and whatever bodies that are there even whatever mass of the land which is very small, very, very small. 

In this wonderful law of Mother Nature in the field of relativity the law that operates on the side of the relativity, not as absolute 

relativity. There cannot be absoluteness in relativity at all, and that is why all the relative sciences cannot accept the word absolute 

because they're empirically based. They are based on reasons, they are based on intellectual perceptions, as simple as that, and because 

of that all human and human life faculties came to be under that power all over the world. But in India, you may see 3000 years back, up 

to 5000 years that power that was there, what more of metaphysical nature and there on human life and human living it remained all 

whatever near the population whatever there it remained as an inner way of living culture, I say, inner meaning metaphysically,  they 

directed and guided them to live this, relative life of means through the body as a means to reach the center as our goal universe, that is 

the way it is lived out, simple. And there the word put was Brahmanda for Universe. Actually, what Brahmanda is on the relative side of 

the metaphysical nature, but it is a very high order in the context of the present day scientists, it is of very high order, and even in India 

too, as in comparison with all the other 5 darshanas except the Jain Darshana. I would say they put 6 darshanas, which exclude Vitarag 

Darshana. It is of that metaphysical order. Hindu is not the original word. It is later on into validations and terminology because of the 

invasions of others particularly British culture. But we cannot argue and talk on this issue. How many millions are spent and it was 

falling short, amount was falling short and where there is realized organizational set up, spontaneously sprung up, without any efforts. It 

does not struggle for the funds neither it is asking for the funds from any source anywhere, anyone, that you should contribute here, and 

there, no, Sometimes here and there requests come, that happens, so these people asked and this people, no, like that. Human mass in 

Gyani Purush Shri Kanudadaji
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Soul and Relative Science

numbers are vast and various in talks but those who are responsible from them it will never happen, such projections will never go out. 

So, you should always be responsible, simple. But it's difficult to happen when the numbers gather in number when the numbers do not 

gather in number and become one only then is peace at heart, "Ekohom, ekohom," but it's to be Eko hom in this variety how can we note 

the variety wise in various ways? Let us come out and see what this variety is. So, in some way to be variety wise, multifarious ways to 

be variety wise, mind wise, speech wise, and body wise. 

Extracted & adopted from Human Life Science, p. 168-171, Jai Sadchidananda Sangh Inc, Ahmedabad, 2013

q
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Relative or Worldly dealings are ‘action-oriented’ and nature of ‘Self’ is 
‘knowledge-ofiented’. One performs actions and the other simple witnesses 
them. ‘The performer’ and ‘the knower’ can never be the same, the are 
always different. They were, are and will remain different!!

-Soul Incarnate A. M. Patel



Helpful Ten Tips For 
Maintaining Peace at Home

1. It is up to us to make our home a “Home Sweet Home”. “Charity begins at home,” as Param Pujya Shri Kanudadaji so 

affectionately tells us.  Winning the home is winning the world!  Our first home is within ourselves.  So, cultivating serenity, 

peace and harmony within is our first priority. Taking introspective time to cultivate peace within is definitely worth the 

investment in us and our family!

2. Peace & relationships with each other is far more critically important than being right. If it comes down to saving a relationship 

over being right, the logical and practical choice is always the relationship!  

3. Practice active listening from the heart center rather than from intellect helps us to understand what is causing any abnormal 

behavior and will help us to cultivate compassion, caring and empathy towards our loved ones rather than judgment, agitation or 

antagonism.  The goal is to cultivate true harmony, caring and affection in the home.

4. People are far more important than money and things especially in the home.  If it comes down to avoiding conflict for the sake 

of money; avoiding conflict is always our best choice.  Money comes and money goes by its very nature, however, relationships 

can be extremely difficult to mend once broken; broken hearts and fractured minds are tremendous liabilities to harmony and 

peace in the home. It is incredibly dangerous to allow a relationship to break beyond the point of repair. 

5. Trust takes years to build and can be lost in a matter of minutes.  So practicing kind honesty from the heart center is incredibly 

important in all areas of  our lives especially with oneself and our family members.

6. Do not be afraid to admit mistakes to smooth-out strained relations in the home. Just simply admiting to a mistake with humility 

and genuine remorse can really open the channels of communication that were seemingly shut down.  The other person will feel 

in the heart center the genuineness of our intention to connect and relate with them.  Their ego will soften and their heart will 

start to open-up with the safety of unconditional acceptance and openness.

7. A positive attitude from within helps lift everyone in the home – actively cultivate a positive attitude of gratitude, giving and 

humility from within through introspective affirmations and cleansing.

Shaila Bharat Mulji
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Helpful Ten Tips For 
Maintaining Peace at Home

8. Make a list of all the virtues of each person in the home environment and remind yourself and them of those virtues when the 

opportunities arise for empowerment.  When we magnify and accentuate the positive traits and qualities of a person, they 

become stronger and can even serve to diminish or extinguish negativity all together.

9. Validate, honor, respect and uphold the virtues and divinity within each other.   It is a domino effect!  If we continually validate, 

honor and respect the virtues and divine in the people around us; they will, in turn, learn to do the same with us and each other.

10. Focus on serenity, healing and empowerment from within rather than expectations and standards that lead to conflict, clashes 

and dissention.  Our family members are more likely to be relaxed and empowered when they know they are loved for who they 

are unconditionally rather than who we want them to be, what they have accomplished or accumulated in wealth.  

q
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Once you know ‘the ego is harmful’ things will automatically improve. 
The ego is not worth pampering.

- Soul Incarnate A. M. Patel (Dada Bhagwan)
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lCT4 lDT4 l5|IvV[ IYFY" ;tI JF6L

‘lCT4 lDT VG[ l5|I˜ VF +6GF U]6FSFZJF/L JF6L T[ ;tI K[4 VG[ ALÒ V;tI K[P jIJCFZ JF6LDF\ VF lGID ,FU] 50[ K[P

H}9]\ AM,[4 5|5\R SZ[ V[ AWM JF6LGM V5jII SC[JFIP V[YL jIlSTG]\ cJRGA/c T}8L HFIP V[S,]\ ;tI AM,[4 56 ;tIGM VFU|C G 5S0L ZFB[4 

TM cJRGA/c 5FK]\ pt5gG YFIP

VF N]lGIFDF\ A[wIFG JF6L ;C:+ S,[XGL ;H"S K[P V5XaNYL SD"A\W G\BFIP S[8,FS XaNMYL OF\;L H[J]\ N]oB YFIP DF8[ XaN lJRFZLG[ AM,JFP 

SALZÒ SC[ K[ o 

ccJF6L V{;L AMl,I[4 DGSF VF5F BMI¸

VF{ZGSM XLT, SZ[4 VF5GSM ;]B CMIPcc

ccV[JL JF6L AM,M S[ AM,TL JBT[ VC\56FG[ E},LG[ 5|[D ãlQ8YL H AM,M S[ H[YL AM,GFZG[ ;]B YFI VG[ ;F\E/GFZG[ 56 XF\lT YFIPcc

;\T lXZMD6L T],;LNF;ÒV[ 56 RFZ[ AFH]V[ c;]BGF\ :5\NGMc 5|;Z[v V[JL JF6L AM,JFGM VG]ZMW SIM" K[ o JF6L V{;L AMl,I[4 ;]B p5HT 

RC]¶\ VMZP

cTyI4 5yI VG[ l5|ISZc XaNM AM,JF 38[P cBZL JFTc  CMI T[ H AM,M4 VG[ T[ JFTYL SM.G[ cOFINMc YFI T[D CMI TM H AM,M4 T[ 56 S9MZ 

GCL\ 56 cl5|Ic XaNMDF\ AM,MP

DW]Z JRG V[ JXLSZ6D\+ K[4 DF8[ S9MZ JRGG[ lT,F\Òl, VF5MP SFU0FG[ SM. RFCT]\ GYL 56 DL9L ÒEJF/L SMI, TM SF/L CMJF KTF\ 56 

,MSMG[ VtI\T l5|I K[P 

SALZÒ SC[ K[ o ccSM. BZF Zl;S C\; HIFZ[ cXaNc AM,[ K[ tIFZ[ T[VM SF\. ÒEYL prRFZTF GYL4 CM94 S\9 S[ ÒEGM p5IMU SZTF GYL4 

DF+ U]%T XaNDF\ H 0}ASL DFZLG[ AM,[ K[Pcc 

JF6L 5|tI[ VlEUD o

VF56[ TM ';FR]\' AM,JFGMv 'lCT4 lDT4 l5|I JF6L' AM,JFGM 'lGüI' SZJM VG[ 5KL E}, YFI4 TM ìNI5}J"SG]\ 5|lTS|D6 SZJFG]\vVF,MRGF4 

5|lTS|D6 VG[ 5|tIFbIFG SZJFG]\ VG[ “7FGLv5]Z]QF” 5F;[YL '7FGvlJlW' YI[, CMI V[JF 'DCFtDFVM'V[ 'GFDWFZL' 5F;[ '5|lTS|D6' SZFJJ]\P

0F[P H[P 5LP VDLG
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S0J]\ HM.T]\ CMI TM S0J]\ AM,HMP SM. DFZ DFZ[ TMI V[G[ S0J]\ GF SC[XMP SM. UF/ EF\0L UIM CMI T[G[ HDJF AM,FJHMP 1FDF VF5HMP 

HM S\. AN,M ,[JF UIF TM B[\RFIFP SX]\ H :5\NG GCL\ SZJFG]\P A; 'HMIF' H SZJFG]\P

AWF\ 'DXLG' 5ZFWLG K[¦ DxSZLI GF SZFIP O/G[ 56 JFI0]\ GF SC[JFIP 

XaNGF 3F Z]hFTF GYLP AM,GFZL 'Z[S0"' K[4 V[8,[ lGNM"QF Y. H U.¦ UIF EJDF\ '8[5' Y. T[ VF EJDF\ AM,FI K[P

VFtDFGL CFHZLDF\ EFJFEFJGF\ :5\NG YFI K[P V[DF\ 'VC\EFJ' E/[ V[8,[ :5\NG '8F.5' Y. HFIP V[ ;FDM AM,[ XL ZLT[m V[ H EDZ0M K[ G[¦ JF6L 

AM,GFZGF CFYDF\ GYL4 VG[ ;F\E/GFZGFI CFYDF\ GYLP JFT U}\RJF. S[ EUJFG RF<IM HFIP JFTRLT SZJFGM JF\WM GYL4 56 V[G[ HSSL 56[ 5S0J]\ GCL\P 

5S0[ V[8,[ AMHM JW[P

JF6L DF+ B]<,M VC\SFZ K[P ':IFNŸJFN JF6L' JUZ H[8,]\ AM,[ V[ AWM VC\SFZ K[P 

“C]\ S[J]\ AM<IMm V[ JF6LGM 5lZU|C K[P JLTZFU JF6L VFtDZ\HG SZFJ[4 T[ K[ V5}J"v5}J[" SIFZ[I ;F\E/L GF CMI4 JF\RL GF CMI V[JLP v T[G[ 

'JFNLv5|lTJFNL’ AgG[ SA},[P V[G[ ';DFlW EFQFF' SC[JL CMI TM VJxI SCL XSFI ¦¦¦

HIFZ[ DM\-F 5Z EFJFEFJ G N[BFI tIFZ[ 'JF6LG]\ DFl,SL56]\' K}8L UI]\P

JF6L V[ 5]NŸU,GL VJ:YF K[P V[GM U]6WD" GYLP HIFZ[ VC\SFZ X}gI YFI tIFZ[ :IFNŸJFN JF6LGL E}lDSF pt5gG YFIP

HUT VFB]\ lGNM"QF N[BFI4 SM.G]\ lS\lRTŸDF+ WD" 5|DF6 G N]EFI4 jIJCFZ X]lâ YFI tIFZ[ :IFNŸJFN JF6L K[4 tIF\ VFtD7FG K[P

':IFNŸJFN' JF6L SMG[ SC[JFI S[ H[ JF6LYL XZLZDF\ 'DG' ;FD]\ GF YFI4 A]lâ4 lR¿4 VC\SFZ SM. ;FD]\ GF YFIP 

:IFNŸJFN X]\ SC[ K[ S[ 5MTFG]\ H[ S\. 5N CMI T[ E},LG[ ;FDFGL JFT ;F\E/H[4 VG[ V[J]\ AM,M S[ 5F\R H6FG[ ,FE YFI VG[ SM.G[ I 0BM G YFIP

JF6LGM 5lZU|C o

JF6LG]\ DFl,SL56]\ V[ H DM8FDF\ DM8M VC\SFZ K[P JF6LG]\ DFl,SL56]\ K}8L UI]\ tIF\ “VF56M” V[g0 YFI K[ ¦ “VD[ S[J]\ AM<IF¦” V[ JF6LGM 5lZU|C 

K[P

VF XaNM GF CMT TM DM1F TM ;C[HF ;C[H K[P

lCT4 lDT4 l5|IvV[ IYFY" ;tI JF6L
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VF SF/DF\ JF6LYL H A\WG K[4 DF8[ SM.GF DF8[ V1FZ[ I AM,FI GCL\P SM.G[ BM8]\ Sæ]\ T[ 5MTFGF VFtDF p5Z W}/ GF\bIF AZFAZ K[P 

VF JFTFJZ6DF\ AWF 5ZDF6]VM EZ[,F K[ T[YL SM.GL 56 lG\NF GF SZXMP V[S XaN 56 A[HJFANFZLJF/M GF AM,XM VG[ AM,J]\ H CMI TM ;FZ]\ 

AM,HMP 

;\NE"o

0F¶P H[P 5LP VDLG4  ——jIJCFZ˜˜ pS,[ ——JLTZFUv§lQ8˜˜V[ sjIJCFZvlJ7FGf4 5'P !_( YL !!_4 VDNFJFN4 5|YD VFJ'l¿4 Z__$P

q

lCT4 lDT4 l5|IvV[ IYFY" ;tI JF6L
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WD"GM DD" v ÒJ DF+G[ ;]B VF5J]\ o
D}/DF\ ——WD"˜˜GM D}/ C[T] —7FGv5|SFX˜ 5FDJFGM K[ V[8,[ SM. 56 —WD"˜ S[ —WD"vp5N[XSM˜GM D}/ C[T] TM 

—7FGv5|SFX˜ VF5JFGM CMJM 38[P

VF —7FGv5|SFX˜4 —7FGG]\ VHJF/]\˜ V[ S[J]\ CMI m v S[ V[ —ÒJDF+˜G[ —;]B˜ 5DF0[P sSFZ6 S[ ÒJDF+DF\ 

—EUJFG˜ v —VFtDF˜ ZC[,M K[4 H[ —7FTFv§Q8F VG[ 5ZDFG\N˜ :J~5L K[Pf
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Book Review

PEARLS OF WISDOM FOR A HOME SWEET HOME

(ART OF MEANINGFUL HARMONIOUS INTEGRAL LIVING

WITH HOLISTIC INNER LIFE UNDERSTANDING)

This is a recent publication on a very important matter touching everybody in day-

to-day life. Of course, there are quite a good number of Titles published on marital & 

family life, however this is an unique one having approached the issues relating 

conflicts/clashes/disharmony in homely life in the backdrop of holistic understanding of 

human life & living as revealed through dialogues with a self-realized Master Holistic 

Guide  A. M. Patel (popularly known as Dada Bhagawan- 1908-1988 A.D.) who himself  

lived an illustrious marital life of over sixty years.

The book starts with introduction of the Master Holistic Guide , present holistic 

guide Shri Kanudadaji alongside his message and blessings to the readers. The book has a 

nice foreword written by Dr. Radha P. Krishnan, President of Holistic Science Charitable 

Research Foundation (HSCRF) and acknowledgements by the author.

The dialogues have been compiled topic-wise in an interesting manner in the form 

of Pearls followed by insights revealed by the Author from each pearl; hence also facilitate 

cursory reading initially or even reading as also re-readings at random as the topic attracts 

the reader's interest.

The dialogues are so colloquial and vivid that while reading the Book, the reader 

will himself feel like conversing with the great holistic guide. As rightly said the benefit of 

reading great personalities is next to sitting with them and listening. The dialogues in the 

book actually took place in Gujarati language in the decades of 1970 & 1980 in India and 

L. D. Patel
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Book Review

USA which were tape-recorded, transcripted and now translated by the author for the benefit of English speaking readers.

For an example, some of the pearls are titled

Ÿ How can there be distressful conflicts in the home?

Ÿ With correct understanding distressful conflict abated.

Ÿ Tremendous liability of freebees.

Ÿ The lord does not dwell where there is conflict.

Ÿ Make the home a conflict–free abode!

Ÿ Wrongful earning will cause distressful conflict.

Ÿ Correct understanding heals relative relational life.

Ÿ Where distressful conflict is broken, there is delight.

Ÿ There is bliss where the mind is free from conflict.

Ÿ Truly cultured living is where conflict is diminishing

Ÿ Perverse intellect fuels distressful conflicts.

Ÿ Gentle carefulness at the time of conflict.

Ÿ You cannot become peaceful by bullying.

Ÿ Is it worth creating conflicts to cover–up your so-called reputation?

Ÿ Living together in the home and so why conflicts?

Ÿ Salute to the home where there are no conflicts.

Ÿ Authentic heart-centred inner living is conflict–free.

Ÿ Conflicts happening; is it a result of the outcome of past karmas or ignorance.

Ÿ By resonating positively, noisy drama subsides.

Ÿ The root of pain & suffering is self ignorance.
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Book Review

Ÿ A true guru is one who removes conflicts.

Ÿ Apology for hurtful speech.

Ÿ Where there is positive intent, there are no conflicts.

….and so on and so forth the reading journey continues taking the reader gradually at higher and higher echelons of 

understanding which will not only make his home a Sweet Home as the Title depicts but also will prove to be a great book on self-help 

for human interactions and dealings everywhere in every role in one's personal as also professional life. This invaluable book does not 

merely touch the sensitive issue of familial relationships superficially but at the level of core understanding, belief and even social and 

spiritual level and can help in self-discovery which may gradually bring home a positive and pragmatic approach.

At the end, there are 'Nine Invaluable (Priceless) Diamonds (Ideal Code of Conduct)' in the form of a prayer one may ask his own 

Revered God on whom he/she has ultimate faith, may be from any religion of world for bestowing the necessary wisdom and 

understanding essential for smooth sailing in the Life. There is also a valuable Summary given by Dr. Shailesh Mehta, M.S. 

(Ophthalmologist), Vadodara, Gujarat, India who himself has a long direct experiences with the Holistic Guide and has been associated 

for the noble cause of universal peace through diffusion of the Holistic Science of Human Life & Living.

I would recommend that the book be read again and again by the couples so as to make their Home a Sweet Home which is 

indeed a wish cherished by every couple around the globe. The book can be an ideal gift to one self, spouse or friends on the occasion of 

marriage anniversary.

Compilation By: Mrs. Shaila Mulji alias 'Dada Krupa Karuna'

Publishers: Balboa Press - A Division of Hay House, 1663, Liberty Drive, Bloomington, IN 47403     
& Holistic Science Research Centre, VVCRF, Mahavideh Teerth Dham Complex, Kamrej Xing, SURAT-394185, INDIA

Retail price: Paperback book : $15.99 ; e-book at $3.99, Pages: 190

q
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Personality :
Kaviraj Navnit Gokuldas Sanghavi

Born July 21, 1934; met Soul Incarnate  A.M. Patel (1908-1988) in April 1969 and received self–realization on May 17, 1969.

From an early age, Kaviraj was interested in music and arts. He used to accompany his father to the temple and eagerly learned 

the meaning of devotional songs. He also spent countless hours in the museum and drew sketches, 

He had no interest in academics and failed his final year school examination. Subsequently, he made his living by teaching 

music and playing harmonium with local artists. Although he is self-taught, he is well versed in music and he can play any tune from any 

scale.

He is used to we interested in spiritual matters. His quest was to find an answer to the eternal question, “Who am I?”  

At the age of 35, he came in touch with a house holder self realized personality named A. M. Patel (popularly known as dada 

Bhagwan),  a contractor by profession, who was enlightened in 1958. Kaviraj posed the question about Gandhiji’s next life. He got the 

response that instead of worrying about Gandhiji he should be concerned about his own self-discovery. Kaviraj responded that he did 

not know much about life or spirituality but only knew how to sing. On 17 May 1969, he was initiated by the Dada Bhagawan. After the 

initiation, he was able to gain understanding of holistic science through discussions with the Dada Bhagawan. He began writing pads 

(hymns) based on these discussions. He has written and composed more than three thousand pads. So basically he is a poet,  singer and 

music composer  too.

For us, Pad (ÐÎ = hymns) teaches us to understand what is life all about. It transforms Holistic Science into better understanding 

through music. Holistic science has two main aspects (of science): material science or outer science which is also termed as physical 

science. It is the science of the ever changing things or relative things; and there is another aspect of science which is 'Inner science', or 

'science of inner Self'. It is science of one's own life and living including mind, body and speech along with surroundings. It helps in the 

conquest of the 'world of woes and worries' within and gives inner happiness and freedom. It makes us aware what things happen in life 

 L. D. Patel & Rajanikant Patel 
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Personality :
Kaviraj Navnit Gokuldas Sanghavi

and what we need to do about it. Harman Industries founder Sidney Harman once told  "I used to tell my senior staff 

to get me poets as managers. Poets are our original systems thinkers. They look at our most complex environments and they reduce the 

complexity to something they begin to understand."

For example, he masterfully describes circumstances of human being as a human-top and their behavior with pad like  

and many pads are similarly adept. 

In order to look at our own nature and make it positive he has composed many pads like “How to make your nature positive”

and “Inner peace never goes”  

He has composed Pads based on empathy “how circumstances results should be handled in peacefulness” 4 

“what are the consequences of hatefulness” ,“What is bothering inside” and what to do about it and “what 

circumstances tells us”  and what to do about it.

He has recited “what to do when someone is stubborn” which can help resolve circumstances amicably, “mind is 

always looking for new things”  and what can be done about it, “what happens when intellect is being used” 

and the consequences, “are our relations true relations?” , “eating and discharge”  credit-debit 

process which is a routine daily chore and what can be done to be aware of this happening, “Effect of speech”  and how 

mind and body works. There are many more.

He has composed over two thousand Pads on the conduct of enlightened person, how he can be useful in our lives, how he can 

help us in resolution of our daily life and how he can provide the answers to the puzzles of the world and us.

Based on the understanding of Holistic science he has composed   in expressions of the outer world and 

the puzzles of the world. This is done in such a way to expand on the understanding of the issues of life & living and to explore inner 

the New York Times,

“Sanjogadhin che manav-bhamardo"

Celestial Music and pads

 s;\HF[UFWLG K[ DFGJvEdDZ0F[f 

 

s5|S'lTG[ ;]B~5 SZJFf sV\TZXF\lT SNL HFI GCLfP

sp5HFJ[ ;\ID 5ZL6FDf

sTZKF[0YL VF N]lGIFf sV\NZ H[ B}R[ K[f 

s;\IF[U VFJLG[ SCL HFI K[f

sSM. HSS[ R-[ tIFZ[f 

 slGT GJ]\ XF[W[ K[f sA]lâ µEL YTF\f 

s;UF\vJCF,]\ SM. ;FR]\ K[ GCLf sEF[HGF,I4 XF{RF,If

sSQFFILJF6L G[ JT"Gf
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Personality :
Kaviraj Navnit Gokuldas Sanghavi

understanding of mind, speech, body, subconscious, ego and soul. These pads give an understanding to everyone in the worldly matters 

such that one can have a rich inner life. This can result on one's belief to be reviewed and then can be changed to have harmony. Once 

there is harmony within, one can create harmonious surroundings.

The pads of Kaviraj transforms us internally to think internally so that outer influence is negated for reflection in the inner 

thoughts and beliefs. The present beliefs are than compared to the hymns words after which an adjustment in life can be realized. This 

reflection would result in revelation of thoughts about soul and the inner working of mind, speech, body, intellect, subconscious, and 

ego.This understanding in a matter of few minutes is profound in this very busy life of most of the people. This would result in 

understanding of oneself and in return understanding of others and thus the real understanding of oneness among the world. This 

refocus helps one to live inner rich life day by day.

qRef: http://www.hscrf.org
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“The whole nature is nothing but reflection of human ego in various forms”. 

- Holistic Scientist Kanudadaji
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How would I Grade My Life ?

Am i a high performer from a holistic inner science viewpoint?

Life is like a river. The goal of river is to reach the ocean and that of life is to attain liberation. A river twists and turns along the way and 
finds a natural path as it flows. To sustain its water, it has two banks which guide its flow. Similarly life is lived at two levels – external 
(material) and inner (spiritual). A life well lived balances both the outer and inner aspects.

How do we know that we are living a fulfilling life from a Holistic Science perspective? The following evaluation will serve a guiding 
light and point out things we are doing well and things that require a renewed focus from us.

1. What is the Purpose of Life?

Why am I doing what I am doing? How can I serve humanity? What do I want out of this world? What do I want to get out of the inner 
life? What do I need to do get permanent happiness?

2. Do I live in the present moment?

Am I invested in the moment? Am I focused on my goal?

3. Do I know myself?

What is my identity? Am I living my truth? What are the three words that describe me (happy, positive, worrisome, stressed, goal 
orientated, helpful, kind, enthusiastic, caring, selfish, engaging, greedy, have pride, have anger, have attachments, etc….) How do I 
interact with others?

4. Am I taking care of my body? 

How much energy do I have? Can I sustain high level of energy throughout the day? Am I rested and hydrated? Do I eat properly? 
Do I exercise?

5. Am I productive?

Can I do more? Have I accomplished what I want to accomplish? What is missing today? What am I doing about it? How am I 
progressing towards achieving my external goals? How have I done in terms of sincerity - dealing with others as one would deal with 
oneself? How have I done in terms of morality – only claiming things that are lawfully mine?

q

Rajanikant Patel
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"Actually, whatever came out in the vision of an original scientist, by way of 
natural gift, is being applied by today's scientists in a very negative manner. 
Whatever research they do, the outcome is mainly focused on monetary returns 
and scientific dominance over the world. They don't even know what they are 
heading for and fear is constantly lurking within. Hence, it would be better if 
they did research on the relative aspects of life to find ways and means so that 
people at large, feel peace within. But unless they realize the account and 
accountability aspect of worldly life, they cannot do research. And this applies 
to each and every individual who wants to go deep into the science of life.”

Holistic Scientist Gnani Purush Kanudadaji
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Lk fh yÃkíkóLke r[tíkk

Lk fh yÃkíkóLke r[tíkk

 Lk fh yÃkíkóLke r[tíkk, Mknusu 5íkó ¾h[e ò;

zwçkkze fÕ{u ¾qLk ÷k÷e, ÓËÞ-rfíkkçk ¾wÕ÷e 'yk'. --- Lk fh ...

rLkhtíkh òøk]rík MkÃkLku, yLku MðrÃLk÷ ðýoLk þwt ?

yÔÞõíkÔÞ s rMÚkh Mð-ÃkË, Mkf÷ çkñktz{kt s ðMkwt. --- Lk fh ...  

yr¾÷ çkñktz{kt ZqtZðk, AíkktÞu {¤þu  Lknet {ws íkkøk;

yøk{, økiçke, yøkku[h nwt s, y÷¾ ÃkííÞûk Awt ykðkÍ. --- Lk fh ... 

n{khk Wh-ÍY¾k{kt, yLktíkkLktík ¿kkLk-fqtt[e; 

y{khku XÃkfkuÞu Mkwýíkkt, Úkþu íkwhtík Ëþk s Qt[e. --- Lk fh ...

LkÚke fkuE çkkÃkkuÞu h[Lkkh, søkík yk¾wt MðÞt h{ýk;

¾qýu¾qýku Vhe çkñktz, fÌkwt rLkhÃkuûk MkíÞ ÞnkPP. --- Lk fh ...

z¾ku Lknª fu z¾÷ Úkkþu, y{kÁt rMkj-ðkõÞ frÚkík;

'yðMÚkk{kºk Mðk¼krðf, Au h[Lkk fwËhíke ÔÞðrMÚkík .' --- zwçkkze ...

÷qtxkÔÞku Ãkííkó rLks-ði¼ð, søkík {kuûku  Mkw¾ þktttrík fks ;

÷qtxkÔÞku Ãkííkó rLks-ði¼ð, søkík{kt {kuûk þktttrík fks ;

W÷kéÞku {Vík{kt rðïu, yLkkrË ðíkwo¤u {q¤u hkÍ. --- Lk fh ...

q

frðhks LkðLkeík Mkt½ðe 
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